
 

 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

United States of America 

   
v. 

Nicholas A. Slatten, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

                  Criminal No. 14-107 (RCL) 
                   
                   
 

 
 

DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
 

The jury was unable to conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Slatten is guilty of 

the first-degree murder of Ahmed Haithem Ahmed Al Rubia’y, the driver of the white Kia sedan.  

No matter how many times the government tries this case, no reasonable, unbiased jury could 

conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. Slatten is guilty.  The evidence presented by the 

government at trial was a jumble of contradictions, and the government failed to present any 

coherent theory of the case that reconciled the contradictions in its own evidence.   

At its core, the case fails for the most basic of reasons—there is substantial evidence that 

someone else was the shooter.  The defense that someone else did it is not unique.  What is unique 

about this case is that (i) someone else, Paul Slough, confessed on multiple occasions to the 

shooting, and the D.C. Circuit held that “he was likely telling the truth” when he confessed, United 

States v. Slatten, 865 F.3d 767, 808 (D.C. Cir. 2017), cert. denied, 138 S. Ct. 1990 (2018); 

(ii) every eyewitness to the shooting corroborated Mr. Slough’s confessions and testified that the 

turret gunner was the shooter; (iii) the physical evidence is consistent with Mr. Slough’s being the 

shooter and inconsistent with Mr. Slatten’s being the shooter; (iv) and the government has offered 

no evidence that Mr. Slatten even was in a position to have taken the fatal shot.  On top of all of 
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this, no witness testified that Mr. Slatten fired his weapon at the white Kia sedan, much less that 

he shot and killed its driver, Mr. Al Rubia’y.   

The only reason Mr. Slatten was tried for first-degree murder is that the government let the 

statute of limitations run on manslaughter.  Prior to trial, in discussions with undersigned counsel, 

the government was unable to identify a single case where it had pursued a first-degree murder 

charge with similar evidence.  It will be unable to identify a single case where such evidence was 

held sufficient to convict.  Where, as here, there is a “real possibility” that someone else did it, the 

evidence is, by definition, insufficient to establish guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.  See ECF 923 

at 3 (instructing jury that it must acquit if there is “a real possibility that Mr. Slatten is not guilty”). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Rule 29 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure provides that, if a jury has failed to 

return a verdict, a court “must enter a judgment of acquittal of any offense for which the evidence 

is insufficient to sustain a conviction.”  Fed. R. Crim. P. 29(a), (c)(2).  Whether the evidence is 

sufficient to sustain a conviction is measured against the constitutional requirement of “proof 

beyond a reasonable doubt.”  Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 316 (1979).  In determining the 

sufficiency of the evidence, “the relevant question is whether, after viewing the evidence in the 

light most favorable to the prosecution, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential 

elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.”  Id. at 319.   

The reviewing court considers “the countervailing evidence as well as the evidence that 

supports [a conviction] in assessing sufficiency of the evidence.”  United States v. Moreland, 665 

F.3d 137, 149 (5th Cir. 2011) (internal quotation marks omitted).  Although the court gives “full 

play to the right of the [jury] to determine credibility, weigh the evidence and draw justifiable 

inference of fact,” it “is obligated to take a hard look at the evidence and accord the government 
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the benefit of only ‘legitimate inferences.’”  United States v. Recognition Equip., Inc., 725 F. Supp. 

587, 588 (D.D.C. 1989) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).1 

The Supreme Court has held that the sufficiency standard is not satisfied whenever there 

is some evidence of guilt.  See Jackson, 443 U.S. at 320 (“[I]t could not seriously be argued that 

such a ‘modicum’ of evidence could by itself rationally support a conviction beyond a reasonable 

doubt.”); see also United States v. Valle, 807 F.3d 508, 515 (2d Cir. 2015) (“This standard does 

not mean that if there is any evidence that arguably could support a verdict, we must affirm.”); 

United States v. Campbell, 702 F.2d 262, 267 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (affirming judgment of acquittal; 

“[E]vidence might raise a question in a reasonable man’s mind.  But that is not enough.  Guilt, 

according to a basic principle in our jurisprudence, must be established beyond a reasonable 

doubt.” (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted)).  Nor would it “satisfy the 

Constitution to have a jury determine that the defendant is probably guilty.”  Valle, 807 F.3d at 

515 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also United States v. Rufai, 732 F.3d 1175, 1188 (10th 

Cir. 2013) (“The test is not whether a rational jury could decide that guilt was more likely than 

not, but beyond a reasonable doubt.”); Scott v. United States, 232 F.2d 362, 364 (D.C. Cir. 1956) 

(“[G]rave suspicion is not enough”; “upon an objective consideration any reasonable man must 

necessarily have had reasonable doubt as to Scott’s participation.”); United States v. Melillo, 275 

F. Supp. 314, 314 (E.D.N.Y. 1967) (granting judgment of acquittal when reasonable jury could 

have concluded “it was more probable than not that the defendant had” committed the offense, but 

that such jury “would have a reasonable doubt on this issue”).  Rather, the sufficiency standard is 

                                                 
1  In cases where there is an unpopular defendant or negative media coverage, “a careful 

analysis” is “particularly important.”  United States v. Melillo, 275 F. Supp. 314, 319 (E.D.N.Y. 
1967). 
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met only when the evidence would permit a rational jury to find guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.  

See Jackson, 443 U.S. at 319. 

“If ‘reasonable’ jurors ‘must necessarily have . . . a reasonable doubt’ as to guilt, the judge 

‘must require acquittal, because no other result is permissible within the fixed bounds of jury 

consideration.’”   Id. at 318 n.11 (alteration in original) (quoting Curley v. United States, 160 F.2d 

229, 232-33 (D.C. Cir. 1947)); see also United States v. Foster, 783 F.2d 1087, 1088 (D.C. Cir. 

1986) (where evidence “is such that a reasonable juror must have a reasonable doubt as to the 

existence of any of the essential elements of the crime, a motion for judgment of acquittal must be 

granted” (internal quotation marks omitted)). 

ARGUMENT 

A rational jury necessarily would have a reasonable doubt about whether Mr. Slatten shot 

and killed the driver of the white Kia sedan, Mr. Al Rubia’y, because the evidence pointing to Mr. 

Slough as the shooter was substantial.  Mr. Slough confessed repeatedly; every eyewitness 

corroborated those confessions; the ballistics evidence, though limited, was consistent with Mr. 

Slough’s shooting the driver and inconsistent with Mr. Slatten’s shooting the driver; and the 

government presented no evidence that Mr. Slatten could have taken the fatal shot from his location 

inside the command vehicle. 

I. Substantial Evidence Implicated Mr. Slough as the Shooter. 

Repeated Confessions.  Mr. Slough confessed on multiple occasions to the shooting.  On 

September 16, 2007, the day of the shooting, Mr. Slough told State Department investigators that 

he “engaged and hit the driver.”  DX-1114 (Interview Memo).  Two days later, in a sworn 

statement to the State Department, Mr. Slough wrote that he “engaged the driver and stopped the 

threat.”  DX-1115 at 2 (Sworn Statement).  On September 20, Mr. Slough again told State 

Department investigators that when the car did not stop, he “engaged it with his M4.”  DX-1116 
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at 2 (Interview Memo).  On September 23, Mr. Slough told State Department investigators that he 

“made eye contact with the driver of the white sedan,” he “fired two rounds at the driver from his 

M-4 rifle,” and he “believes these rounds impacted the driver’s area of the windshield.”  DX-1117 

at 1 (Interview Memo).  In addition to these formal confessions to investigators, Mr. Slough 

approached Jeremy Ridgeway shortly after the incident and apologized for what had happened in 

Nisur Square; “he felt the whole thing was his fault.”  Tr. 3568:22-25 (Ridgeway); see also Tr. 

3534:4-11 (Ridgeway).  It has been the government’s consistent position that the shooting of Mr. 

Al-Rubia’y precipitated the Nisur Square incident.   

The government urged the jury to disregard Mr. Slough’s repeated confessions, asserting 

that his confessions were “not credible,” Tr. 4845 (Gov’t Closing), and that they are “not worth 

the paper they’re printed on,” Tr. 4844 (Gov’t Closing), but it never articulated a reason why Mr. 

Slough would confess falsely to shooting someone.  The government also argued that Mr. Slough’s 

statements contained inconsistencies relating to collateral issues such as whether Mr. Slough later 

fired an M-203 at the white Kia.  But the statements were consistent about the only fact relevant 

here—that Mr. Slough shot the driver.  See Slatten, 865 F.3d at 808 (“He consistently reported the 

essential details of [his] story . . . over the course of multiple [interviews]” (alterations in original) 

(quotation omitted)).   

Uncontradicted Testimony of Every Eyewitness.  The government called multiple 

eyewitnesses to the shooting.  All of them corroborated Mr. Slough’s serial confessions and 

testified that they saw the turret gunner shoot the driver.  Mr. Slough was a turret gunner on top of 

the command vehicle; Mr. Slatten was located inside the command vehicle.   

 Officer Sarhan Moneim, one of the two Iraqi police officers who witnessed the 
shooting, testified that the turret gunners fired the first shots at the driver of the white 
Kia, and that the first shots did not come from inside the vehicle where Mr. Slatten was 
located.  Tr. 1570:14-19 (Moneim) (“In the beginning, when I mentioned there was 
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firing, I meant it was coming from the turrets, and not from the holes or the windows 
that are in the vehicles.”); Tr. 1481:8-16 (Moneim) (“Q. And does that remind you that 
in your statement in 2007, you said that the turret gunner shot the white Kia? A. Yes. 
Q. And that led to the death of the driver? A. Yes.”); see also Tr. 1475-23-1476:12, 
1476:22-1477:20, 1571:16-18 (Moneim). 

 Officer Ali Ghalaf, the second Iraqi police officer who witnessed the shooting, testified 
that he was 100% certain that Mr. Slough was the shooter.  Tr. 2781:20-2782:3 (Ghalaf)  
(“Q. And did you see the man who pulled the trigger? A. Yes, on top of the armored 
turret. Q. He was a man who was on the turret on top of vehicle number 3, correct? A. 
Yes Q. And those are the very first shots you heard? A. Yes. Q. You’re 100 percent 
certain of that?  A. Yes.”).  He further testified that these shots hit the driver.  Tr. 
2744:24-2745:13 (Ghalaf). 

 Mr. Ridgeway, the lead turret gunner on top of the follow vehicle, testified that the first 
gunfire he heard that day was “automatic gunfire” and that “he turned in the direction 
of that gunfire” and “saw Paul Slough firing M-4” at “a white vehicle.”  Tr. 3528:18-
3529:6 (Ridgeway). 

 Majed Al-Gharbawi also told Iraqi investigators that the turret gunners first opened 
fire.  See Tr. 1276:19-1277:2 (Al-Gharbawi). 

Without evidence to contradict the consistent testimony of its own eyewitnesses, the government 

in closing could only say that Officer Moneim was “just not correct,” Tr. 4835 (Gov’t Closing), 

that Officer Ghalaf was “just misremembering,” Tr. 4836 (Gov’t Closing), and that Mr. Ridgeway 

was “just wrong” and “just didn’t remember it correctly.”  Tr. 4833 (Gov’t Closing).  Moreover, 

the government went one step further when it told the jury that not only were all the eyewitnesses 

wrong, but also “if you don’t have a transcript back there that’s been parties approved and Judge 

approved, throw it out.”  Tr. 5013 (Gov’t Closing).   

Physical Evidence Evaluated by the Government’s Own Expert.  The available ballistics 

evidence was consistent with Mr. Slough’s firing his weapon into the white Kia and inconsistent 

with Mr. Slatten’s doing so.  The only type of bullet fragment found in the Kia that the 

government’s expert could analyze was consistent with a 5.56 mm bullet, the caliber of bullet Mr. 

Slough fired from his M-4 weapon at the driver.  See DX-5007 (Ballistics Summary Chart for 
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White Kia); Tr. 4542:3-6 (Giroux).  Mr. Slatten’s gun fires a 7.62 mm round.  See, e.g., Tr. 2227:5-

11 (Patterson). 

No Evidence That Mr. Slatten Had an Angle to Make the Shot.  There is no question that 

Mr. Slough, who was shooting from an elevated position, had an angle to make the fatal shot.  He 

said he made the shot, and multiple witnesses saw him do it.  The government, however, presented 

no evidence that Mr. Slatten could have made the shot.  The government told its accident 

reconstruction expert that it could not place the white Kia at the beginning of the incident because 

“there were a number of different descriptions of what had occurred.”  Tr. 2328:13-19 (Chase).  

The government’s case agent said the same:  “So we didn’t know the exact location of where the 

white vehicle was when it first got shot on September 16.”  Tr. 2594:19-2595:2 (Cramer).  In trying 

to recreate what Mr. Slatten could have seen through his scope that day, the government was forced 

to admit that it “didn’t include any of the potential obstructions that we know existed in Nisur 

Square.”  Tr. 2630:21-24 (Cramer); see also GX-2172 (picture showing multiple obstructions 

looking south from Nisur Square).  Given the complete lack of evidence about the location of the 

vehicle at the time of the fatal shot and uncontradicted evidence about Mr. Slatten’s obstructed 

view, there is no evidence from which a rational juror could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt 

that Mr. Slatten even could have made the fatal shot. 

One could fairly conclude that the evidence admitted through the government’s own 

witnesses established that Mr. Slough shot and killed Mr. Al-Rubia’y.  But Mr. Slatten did not 

have to prove that someone else did it to be entitled to a judgment of acquittal.  Because, on the 

evidence presented at trial, a rational jury necessarily would conclude that Mr. Slough could have 

been the shooter, a judgment of acquittal is required.  See, e.g., United States v. Lowe, 795 F.3d 

519 (6th Cir. 2015); Moreland, 665 F.3d at 140; United States v. Houlihan, 92 F.3d 1271 (1st Cir. 
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1996); see also Ex Parte Brown, 499 So. 2d 787, 788 (Ala. 1986) (reversing murder conviction 

under state sufficiency standard when another suspect made incriminating statements suggesting 

he had committed the charged murder because “the circumstances are such that the act might very 

well have been done by someone other than the defendant”).2 

In Houlihan, the First Circuit held that no reasonable jury could conclude beyond a 

reasonable doubt that Houlihan was guilty of employing Nardone to kill Boyden, a rival drug 

dealer, when there was uncontradicted testimony from a government witness that another person, 

Fitzgerald, alone had ordered the killing.  There was some evidence from which a jury could infer 

Houlihan’s guilt:  Houlihan and Fitzgerald were leaders of a drug trafficking organization, see 92 

F.3d at 1277; just hours before the murder, Houlihan said he “could have somebody kill anybody 

he wants” and “there’s two . . . that’s going to go,” id. at 1294 (alteration in original); and Houlihan 

and Fitzgerald previously had used Nardone as an assassin, id. at 1295.  But a government witness 

testified that “Fitzgerald alone ordered the murder.”  Id. at 1294.  The First Circuit held that the 

evidence was insufficient to convict given this “uncontradicted testimony that only one 

                                                 
2  See also Valle, 807 F.3d at 515 (“If the evidence viewed in the light most favorable to the 

prosecution gives equal or nearly equal circumstantial support to a theory of guilt and a theory of 
innocence, then a reasonable jury must necessarily entertain a reasonable doubt.” (internal 
quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Burgos, 703 F.3d 1, 10 (1st Cir. 2012) (“[W]here an 
equal or nearly equal theory of guilt and a theory of innocence is supported by the evidence viewed 
in the light most favorable to the prosecution, a reasonable jury must necessarily entertain a 
reasonable doubt.” (internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Harris, 942 F.2d 1125, 
1129-30 (7th Cir. 1991) (“[W]here the evidence as to an element of a crime is equally consistent 
with a theory of innocence as a theory of guilt, that evidence necessarily fails to establish guilt 
beyond a reasonable doubt” (internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Wright, 835 F.2d 
1245, 1249 n.1 (8th Cir. 1987) (“[I]f the evidence viewed in the light most favorable to the 
prosecution gives equal or nearly equal circumstantial support to a theory of guilt and a theory of 
innocence of the crime charged, then a reasonable jury must necessarily entertain a reasonable 
doubt.” (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Ortiz, 445 F.2d 
1100, 1103 (10th Cir. 1971) (“To be sufficient, the evidence must be substantial; that is, it must 
do more than raise a mere suspicion of guilt.  A conviction cannot be based upon evidence which 
is consistent with both innocence and guilt.” (footnote omitted)).  
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individual—Fitzgerald—sanctioned the execution of James Boyden III, and also given the nexus 

between the Boydens’ murders.”  Id. at 1295; see also United States v. Campbell, 702 F.2d 262, 

266 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (affirming judgment of acquittal because although there was evidence that 

defendant may have acquiesced in general scheme of corporate bribery, government witness 

testified that he acted on his own, and that defendant played no role, in move of judge’s belongings 

charged as illegal gratuity). 

In the present case, three government witnesses, Officers Moneim and Ghalaf and Mr. 

Ridgeway, provided uncontradicted testimony that a turret gunner in Mr. Slough’s position was 

the shooter.  In addition, Mr. Slough confessed to the shooting on multiple occasions, and his 

confession was corroborated by the physical evidence.  On this record, a reasonable jury would 

have to conclude (at a minimum) that there is a “real possibility,” see ECF 923 at 3, that Mr. Slough 

was the shooter. 

In Moreland, the Fifth Circuit held that no reasonable jury could find beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Keith rather than his recently deceased father, George, who had been residing with Keith 

off and on, knowingly possessed child pornography found on two home computers.  Again, there 

was some evidence from which the jury could infer Keith’s guilt:  child pornography was found 

on a laptop and a desktop, see 665 F.3d at 143-44; the only user name on the laptop was Keith, id. 

at 146; although the desktop had three user names, id., the only one that contained porn was 

Keith’s, id. at 156 n.3; at times porn sites with teen themes were logged in under Keith’s name 

shortly after Keith’s Yahoo account was accessed, id. at 146; and Keith did not blame the 

misconduct on his recently deceased father until trial.  Despite this evidence pointing toward Keith, 

at least two other adults, his wife Deanna and his father George, had access to the computers and 

to Keith’s Yahoo account.  Id. at 147.  Because someone else could have committed the offense, 
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“the evidence presented at trial was insufficient to provide a basis for a rational jury to find beyond 

a reasonable doubt that the defendant knowingly possessed child pornography.”  Id.  at 154; see 

also Lowe, 795 F.3d at 523 (holding that no reasonable jury could find beyond a reasonable doubt 

that Lowe knowingly possessed child pornography found on his laptop when his wife had access 

to laptop).   

Here, it is not just that the circumstantial evidence was such that Mr. Slough could have 

been the shooter (although that alone would require an acquittal); Mr. Slough confessed and every 

eyewitness to the shooting corroborated his confessions.  An acquittal is required. 

II. The Record at Trial Was Materially Different Than the Record Before the D.C. 
Circuit in the First Appeal. 

At the close of the government’s case, the government argued that an acquittal was not 

warranted because the D.C. Circuit held that the evidence in the first trial passed constitutional 

muster.  The record in that case, however, was quite different.  First, Mr. Slough’s repeated 

confessions were not admitted in the first trial.  These confessions, the D.C. Circuit found, “strike 

at the heart of” the government’s theory that Mr. Slatten fired the kill shots “and instead point to 

[Mr. Slough], not Slatten, as the Blackwater convoy member who first engaged and hit the driver 

of the white Kia.”  Slatten, 865 F.3d at 803 (quotation omitted).  Second, the D.C. Circuit held the 

evidence to be sufficient in the first trial because there was no record evidence corroborating Mr. 

Slatten’s statement that he fired at an armed target.  See id. at 797.  New evidence admitted in the 

second trial corroborates Mr. Slatten’s contemporaneous statement to Mr. Ridgeway that he fired 

at an armed target located to the south/southwest.  See Tr. 3541:25-3542:2 (Ridgeway).  State 

Department Diplomatic Security Service agents, based on information provided by Raven 23 

members, searched a location to the south/southwest (where Mr. Slatten told Mr. Ridgeway the 

armed target had been located) and discovered eight dispensed AK-47 shells.  See DX-00005 at 4; 
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Tr. 2082:1-2083:5, 2090:16-18 (Farrington).  And witnesses testified that there were armed Iraqis 

in Nisur Square that day.  See, e.g., Tr. 2697:17-2698:2 (Gosiewski); Tr. 3785:14-3786:2 

(Randall); Tr. 2951:6-21 (Watson).  

The government’s theory of Mr. Slatten’s guilt before the D.C. Circuit was that the first 

shots killed the driver (according to Officers Moneim and Ghalaf) and that Mr. Slatten fired first 

(according to Mr. Watson’s prior inconsistent grand jury testimony).  The most fatal flaw in this 

theory is that the witnesses upon whom the government primarily relies, Officers Moneim and 

Ghalaf, testified that a turret gunner in Mr. Slough’s position, not Mr. Slatten, shot the driver.  See, 

e.g., Tr. 1570:14-19 (Moneim); Tr. 2781:20-2782:3 (Ghalaf).3  Their uncontradicted testimony 

plainly exonerates Mr. Slatten, and cannot support an inference of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.  

Furthermore, to conclude, as the government contends, that the very first shots killed the driver 

would require the jury to disregard the following testimony from government witnesses: 

 Matthew Murphy:  he did not see any damage to the white Kia when he turned to view 
it after the first shots, Tr. 1823:14-16 (Murphy); 

 Sabah Abdulrahman:  “Initially, I noticed the rounds hitting the front of the car, the 
hood of the car,” Tr. 1966:6-12 (Abdulrahman); 

 Edward Randall:  after hearing the first shots, he noticed “holes in the hood,” Tr. 
3759:6-14 (Randall), and did not see any holes in the windshield, Tr. 3760:4-6 
(Randall); 

 Officer Moneim:  “the Blackwater guards fired five or six shots as warning shots in 
apparent attempt to stop traffic,” Tr. 1528:24-1529:1 (Moneim); and 

                                                 
3  Mr. Al-Gharbawi, a passenger in the white box truck, testified that after hearing a single 

shot, the white Kia bumped his vehicle, and he turned and saw the windshield of the Kia covered 
with blood.  Tr. 1223:17-1224:11 (Al-Gharbawi).  But like the Iraqi police officers, he observed 
the turret gunners fire first; that is what he told Iraqi investigators in 2007.  See Tr. 1276:19-1277:2 
(Al-Gharbawi). 
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 Jassam Lamloon:  “In the beginning, I thought they were like warning shots” that came 
“from the air.  It was like a helicopter.”  Tr. 1985:15-21 (Lamloon).4 

The second prong of the government’s theory is also flawed.  Mr. Watson did not testify 

in the grand jury that Mr. Slatten fired first.  Mr. Watson testified that he heard a series of pops 

before Mr. Slatten supposedly fired.  See Tr. 3031:5-17, 3035:18-23 (Watson).  Nor did Watson 

testify that Mr. Slatten fired at the white Kia; to the contrary, Mr. Watson was not looking at Mr. 

Slatten when he supposedly fired and could not identify Mr. Slatten’s target.  See Tr. 2929:1-2 

(Watson) (“I have no idea what he did because, frankly, I couldn’t see anything.”); Tr. 3022:7 

(Watson) (“I don’t have no idea what anyone was shooting at.”).5  Moreover, new evidence was 

admitted at the second trial that between the shooting incident and his grand jury testimony Mr. 

Watson had abused alcohol and drugs as a coping mechanism, Tr. 3003:10-15 (Watson), was 

suffering from mental illness, Tr. 3005:7-12 (Watson), and was under the influence of narcotics at 

the time of his grand jury testimony.  Tr. 3008:22-3009:1 (Watson).  Notably and apparently 

without irony, the government asked the jury to disregard Mr. Ridgeway’s testimony that Mr. 

Slough shot first because “he was taking Valium and Ambien.”  Tr. 4833:11-21 (Gov’t Closing).  

In any event, the jury was entitled to assess Mr. Watson’s credibility on the witness stand 

at trial, but it had no ability to assess his credibility when he testified years ago in the grand jury.  

                                                 
4  The government’s witnesses were wildly inconsistent about the number of “first” shots.  

See, e.g., Tr. 1393:1-2 (Moneim) (“Almost” ten shots); Tr. 2743:12-13 (Ghalaf) (“I heard three to 
four shots.”); Tr. 1307:2-4 (Hayder) (“One shot.”); Tr. 1223:17-19; 1226:11-16 (Majed) (“There 
was only a single shot,” but he later heard “a second shot.”); Tr. 1811:14-19 (Murphy) (“It was 
several.  One or two.  Probably two.  I can’t remember exactly.”).  

5  Mr. Watson’s testimony that he heard a series of pops before Mr. Slatten fired is consistent 
with Mr. Murphy’s testimony that the first thing he heard was two loud pops.  The sound was 
unfamiliar to Mr. Murphy, but he later surmised that it was caused by Mr. Slatten’s SR-25 rifle.  
Mr. Watson—who unlike Mr. Murphy was in the same vehicle as Mr. Slatten—distinguished these 
pops from the sound made by Mr. Slatten’s SR-25 rifle.  See Tr. 3031:5-17, 3035:18-23 (Watson).   
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Such out-of-court inconsistent statements generally would not “suffice to support a conviction 

since it is unlikely that a reasonable juror could be convinced beyond a reasonable doubt by such 

evidence alone.”  United States v. Orrico, 599 F.2d 113, 118 (6th Cir. 1979) (internal quotation 

marks omitted).  And in this case, a reasonable jury would not be convinced by Mr. Watson’s off-

point, prior inconsistent statement in the face of the substantial, corroborated, and uncontradicted 

evidence pointing to Mr. Slough as the person who shot Mr. Al Rubia’y. 

The government appeared to see it that way following the defense summation.  In rebuttal 

summation, unable coherently to explain away the evidence pointing to Mr. Slough, the 

government resorted to the following improper argument:  Mr. Slough “is not responsible for this 

murder”; “we are not going to charge and try a man who did not commit the offense”; and “[w]e 

would have been creating a major injustice” by indicting Mr. Slough.  Tr. 5006-07 (Gov’t Closing).  

First, “it is always improper for a prosecutor to suggest that a defendant is guilty merely because 

he is being prosecuted or has been indicted.”  United States v. Bess, 593 F.2d 749, 754 (6th Cir. 

1979); see also United States v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 664-65 (5th Cir. 1979).  The government 

not only suggested that Mr. Slough did not shoot Mr. Al Rubia’y because he was not charged, but 

implied that Mr. Slatten must be guilty merely because the government chose to “charge and try” 

him.  Second, the government’s argument is an outright misstatement.  The government originally 

charged Mr. Slough (and others) with killing Mr. Al Rubia’y.  See United States v. Slough, et al., 

CR-08-360, ECF No. 1 (Count One).   

Recognizing that Mr. Watson’s prior inconsistent grand jury testimony (given under the 

influence of narcotics) was the slender reed on which its case rested, the government doubled down 

and made a further improper argument emphasizing the grand jury transcript excerpts that had 

been admitted, over objection, as physical exhibits:  “[I]f you don’t have a transcript back there 
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that’s been parties approved and Judge approved, throw it out.”  Tr. 5013 (Gov’t Closing).  Setting 

aside the fact that these transcripts were neither “parties approved” nor “Judge approved,” the 

government told the jury that it should completely disregard testimony it heard during trial because 

trial transcripts were not provided to the jury.   

These misrepresentations standing alone might not justify the entry of an acquittal, but as 

the First Circuit noted in granting a judgment of acquittal in United States v. Lopez-Diaz, 794 F.3d 

106 (1st Cir. 2015), the prosecutor’s potentially improper arguments could have influenced the 

jury and prevented an acquittal.  See id. at 114 (“While we have not been asked to vacate the 

verdict because of these statements, and while the statements might be read in context in a manner 

that would render them proper, they do explain how a jury could mistakenly convict Carlos  

. . . .”).  Here, too, the government’s improper rebuttal summation could have influenced the jury, 

and further justifies an end to this unsubstantiated prosecution. 

III. The Government Failed To Offer Sufficient Evidence on All the Other Elements of 
First-Degree Murder. 

The government likewise failed to present sufficient evidence supporting all of the other 

elements of first-degree murder.  For example, the evidence did not prove the elements of intent, 

premeditation, and lack of mitigating circumstances beyond a reasonable doubt.  Paul Slough said 

he shot the driver because the white Kia was driving toward the convoy in a threatening manner, 

see, e.g., DX-1116 at 2 (Interview Memo); no testifying witness saw the white Kia immediately 

before the fatal shot was fired; multiple government witnesses testified that the Kia could have 

been perceived as a threat, Tr. 1852:11-14 (Murphy); Tr. 1117:2-7 (Mealy); Tr. 3688:12-16 

(Randall); Tr. 2691:4-24 (Gosiewski); Tr. 3170:15-25 (Gehrsitz); and Captain Decareau spoke 

with Iraqi witnesses who said the Kia “was punching forward, towards the convoy, similar to a 

VBIED,” Tr. 3316:8-11 (Decareau).  Based on that evidence, no rational juror could conclude (i) 
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that Mr. Slatten had the requisite mental state when he is alleged (wrongly) to have shot the white 

Kia driver or (ii) that he did not perceive the white Kia as a threat (whether reasonably or 

unreasonably).  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should grant Mr. Slatten’s motion and enter a 

judgment of acquittal. 
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